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Ethical Surrogacy Options for Parents

Proud to have had the 1st baby via surrogacy in Cambodia in 2015 
Australia's first Surrogacy Agency, launced in 2007
Kenya's first surrogacy Agency, ;aunced in 2016

Part of the Become Parents Group

(C)



Infertility touches many people’s lives, affecting a 
 staggering one in six couples.

Our Partner Clinic & Hospitals 
in Kenya, Thailand, India & Cambodia



Kenya Surrogacy Agency is part of the Become Parents Group of 
companies that was launched in 2007 in Melbourne, Australia. Since 
then it has been instrumental in helping over 680 couples realize their 
dreams in this beautiful journey to parenthood across 4 continents and 
more than 25 countries. 

Ethical Surrogacy Options for Parents

Proud to be one of the agencies recomended by the Gay Dad's Australia Group

BBC interview 21 Feb 2015The Australian Newspaper



MEET THE MEDICALTEAM

Dr. Pai has been in the field of IVF past 26 years. He has done his 
fellowship in reproductive Biology from the University of Melbourne 
Australia,in 1989. And did his specialist training in Pre-implantation 
genetics at the two leading institutes in the world-the Verlinsky unit 
in Chicago & the Az Vub in Brussels. 

He is the scientific director of 2 IVF units in Mumbai. He also has the 
distinction of personally performing more than 15,000 embryo 
transfers in the past 20 years of practice as an IVF doctor. 
                           http://www.drhrishikeshpai.com/

Dr.  Khandwala  is  a  specialist  in  ultra  sonography,  color  doppler  
and interventional ultrasound, with clinical practice experience of 22 
years. Also, he has been practising in the field of ART since 1992 and 
undertaken more than 10,000 cycles of IVF.

He is the interventional ultra sonography & chief of Bloom IVF 
centers all over India and is also visiting sonologist in IVF centers in 
India and abroad. 

He heads the ART operations at the Mediheal Branch in Nairobi.

Dr. Chauhan who has been a science student, has a rich experience 
of many years. She has worked under many reputed and well-known 
specialists like Dr. R. G. Patel & Dr. R. S. Patel and many others. 
Jignasha has a hands on knowledge on vitrification and embryology. 

She has successfully completed her ICSI training at INTERMEDICS 
which was conducted by Dr. James Catt, Australia. She is currently 
working as a senior embryologist at a Fertility Centre. 

Dr. Hrishikesh Pai, 
Director, Mediheal Group

Dr.  Khandwala
Director,Mediheal IVF Clinic 

Dr. Jignasha Chauhan 
Embryologist

Mrs Nancy Lavaya is the Senior Nurse In-Charge of Mediheal IVF 
Program. She co-ordinates operates and Counsels Pre, Intra and Post 
ART Couples. 

She possesses a valuable over 10 years’ experience in the same field. 

Nancy Lavaya, Nurse



MEET THE MANAGEMENT TEAM

Gaurav is the founder and director of Become Parents, Mumbai and 
Cambodia Surrogacy. He is a former Intended Parent himself, as 
well  as an entrepreneur and an Royal Australian Air Force Officer. 
Since 2007, Gaurav has worked with hundreds of couples seeking 
IVF  and ART procedures from 25 countries. He is a well-known 
figure in  International surrogacy community. He has appeared in 
interviews on CNBC, NYT, The Australian, BBC and CNN. 

He has pioneered the concept of Ethical Surrogacy and is widely 
considered  one of world's foremost business authorities in the field.Gaurav Wankhede,  MIT

CEO, Become Parents Group

Rekha is the International Program Director and country manager 
for Kenya. She has almost 10 years of experience in the feild of 
surrogacy and IVF. She has also worked with some of the leading 
IVF clinics across the globe. 

She is an expert in donor matching and looks after the surrogates 
after confirmation of pregnancy and will remain in touch with you 
throughout the process.  Since 2010, Rekha has assited IPs right from 
the begening till they take their baby back home.

She is a well-known figure in International surrogacy community 
and till date has helped more than 200+ Intented Parents.

Millicent, Branch Manager, Surrogacy Agency Kenya. Millicent 
heads the operations from the Nairobi office. She has vast experience 
of dealing with Intended Parent and is also a teacher by profession. 

She is the person behind the scene that gets the wheels of the bus 
moving in Kenya! Make sure you ask her for some hidden Authentic 
Kenyan restaurants while you are in Nairobi. 

Millicent is assisted in the day to day operations by her assistants and 
a team of lawyers who will be happy to meet you is case you need to 
clarify some doubts

Mrs Rekha Suresh
International Program Director

Millicent
Branch Manager, Kenya



Pricing Options - Here is a  rough estimate of the options you have when 
it comes to Surrogacy, be it with a donor or using  your own egg donor 
or a Self cycle.  Please do talk to us for a customised plan & pricing 
option.

exploring these varied options. * Prices are accurate as of Jan 2017, based on Kenyan Program.

Official Statistics - Here are the clinic's recorded IVF stats.

Pricing to be used as a guide only, please confirm your program and package with us before you confirm 
the costs.

USD 37,000 USD 28,000 USD 12,000



We have a live database of over 100 graduate egg donors to chose from. ( Asian Egg 

Donors are priced from USD 6,000 and Caucasian Egg donors are approx USD 

12,000++). 

African, Caucasian & Asian Egg Donors

Most importantly providing support, continual news & 
guidance to both the IPs and the Surrogate mother. Co-
ordination with the clinic, Immigration authorities in 
arranging a passport or a VISA for the newborn

Same Sex Parenting

All the Legal help you can ask for



Our IVF Clinic and Hospital: State-of-the-Art Facilities

Some of our videos, please click on the Video Links 
below, password is " cambodiasurrogacy" 



http://www.facebook.com/BecomeParentsSurroagcy 

 Gaurav Wankhede, CEO    
 Thailand Mobile + 66 87 000 5685 (International Roaming)
 India Mobile + 91 99 639 68 750 ( also on whatsapp/ Viber and Line Chat)
Skype: monagaurav1 
email: becomeparents@yahoo.com 

Offices: 

 #82/2 Ekkamai, Sukhumvit soi 61, Bangkok 10100, Thailand

 H2\24 B Wing Mahindra Nagar Colony, Haji Bapu Road, Malad , Mumbai – India

Contact Us 

 Our International Partners
sensiblesurrogacy.com - Spain & US 

bangkoksurrogacy.com - Thailand
becomeparents.com - India

cambodiasurrogacyclinic.com - Cambodia
surrogacyagencykenya.com - Kenya

Wechat

Part of the Become Parents Group (c)

Street 101C, House 167A, Tek Thla Village, Sensok District, Phnom Penh , Cambodia  +855 98 998 263




